Forensic Analysis of Navigation System (GPS) – A Case Study
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Abstract

A navigation device which are presently commonly available providing the basic directions, maps, grocery shops, establishments, traffic movements, roads, vital institutions etc. based on the receipt of the signals received by the device i.e. Global Positioning System (GPS) signals in the formal of latitude and longitude data and same is converted into graphical representation or in the form of readable text mode. Present day smart phones are mostly provided with the GPS. Data retrieval from such GPS devices is a challenging in nature. This particular GPS device was of the make “GARMIN” model GPS-12 and GPS-128, 12-CHANNEL, Olanthe, KS, USA which was seized by the Indian Navy Patrol vehicles from the deep sea. Later, the case was transferred to National Investigation Agency (NIA). The laboratory with the help of GPS Utility Software version 5.11 could retrieve the vital data from the six (6) numbers of GPS devices. The paper envisages the methodology adopted in the data retrieval from an old model GPS navigation device which was illegally used by the fishermen in their fishing trawlers across the Indian Ocean.
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Introduction

The fields of electronic evidences are no longer concentrated entirely on the conventional media but have to encounter various types of embedded devices out of which the GPS receiver is one among them. These GPS receiver devices consist of vital information if used by anti-social elements or terrorism etc. These handheld or vehicle mounted GPS devices have their own proprietary operating systems, file system formats and different techniques of communication. The analysis of such suspected GPS devices or receivers requires exclusive software and hardware tools as well as knowledge of the principal, working mechanism and areas where digital data is stored. In view of the fact that the GPS devices have found to be omnipresent and more rampant in present scenario of commission of crimes. The are many types of GPS navigation in the world today but the most popular ones being Tom Tom, Garmin, Mio Technology, Navman, and Magellan. These embedded devices can provide valuable evidentiary digital data in the form of track logs, track points, routes stored about its location, call logs, received, and dialed numbers, videos, photos and audios depending upon the type of GPS receivers. All the modern GPS devices/receivers have slots for the external memory cards in addition to the built-in flash memory. All these forensic data retrieval can be used as unassailable evidence in the Court of Law.

It is evident that most of the earlier versions of the GPS receivers/devices use the flash memory technology in data storage. The history of the Global Positioning System and the different type of the GPS receiver/devices are explained elsewhere [1-6]. The GPS receiver uses satellites to pinpoint locations on the earth crust. Twenty four of these satellites are in operation and three extra satellites functions in case of any collapse of one or more of these. The orbits are arranged in such a way that at any time anywhere on Earth, there are at least four satellites visible in the sky. A GPS receiver device function is to locate four or more of these satellites, figure out the distance to each and use this information to deduce or calculate its own locations.

There are five [5] different types of GPS receivers they are
I. not self contain receiver - without screen or R232 receivers or GPS Mice,
II. Self contained receivers or a computer is integrated in a GPS receiver,
III. sophisticated receivers used by ONGC, military services,
IV. dedicated single purpose GPS systems like CAR GPS and
V. GPS incorporated in phones – modern smart phone systems etc. [2-9].

The Tom-Tom and Garmin model devices have the address to address routing feature along with optional mapping software.
Voice prompt functions are available in Garmin Street Pilot, Nuvi models, Quest, Magellan, Tom-Tom Road Mate. Some of the devices also have built-in road maps, routes, waypoint and Datums. They may also have a track back function which is designed to change the routes in case of a one way route system [9].

The GPS receiver device as presently dealt with i.e. GARMIN make consists of different types of models available in the marked which can be divided into three main types [1] Device with Secure Digital (SD) cards, [2] Device with only internal flash memory and [3] GPS devices with internal hard drive. Forensically the image of GPS devices can be acquired as bit stream image except for the device which has only the internal flash memory device. The GPS receivers normally accumulate the information in a file format of “.cfg” file. The analysis of the “.cfg” file indicates that the first destination in the '.cfg' file is the home location if entered, and the last two entries link to the start of the last calculated route and the last entered destination [8].

Materials & Methods

Embedded electronic evidence in the GPS devices are of evidentiary value and it is treated in the same manner as traditional forensic evidence with same care and similar cardinal rules of computer forensics. The conventional procedure was followed in the analysis of GPS devices while collecting, preserving, analyzing and presenting the digital data artifacts. In this paper the author had forensically analysed the GARMIN-GPS-12 & 128 model device had been examined. This particular model consists of only the internal flash memory and entire digital data is stored in the built in flash memory. The device can be interfaced to a desktop forensic workstation through the Universal Serial Bus (USB) cable through a write protected USB Port [10-12].

In the present case study, the author had only attempted the LOGICAL analysis of the GPS device. The PHYSICAL analysis of built-in flash memory requires special hard ware tools for the bit stream acquisition, which is being procured separately and the study is being carried out separately. The GARMIN MAPSOURCE-WAYMANGER version 4.60 and GPS-Utility Software version 5.11 had been used for the LOGICAL extraction of the data from the GARMIN GPS12 & 128 device. The entire data was retrieved through the WRITE PROTECTED USB PORT as it protects one way data transfer and there is no probability of reverse data entry or modification of the vital data present in the GPS devices. The method of acquiring was found in many ways similar to conventional methods of data previewing and data transferring on a sterile media for further analysis.

Results and Discussion

The data retrieved from the flash memory of the GPS device for this particular model of GARMIN i.e. model 12 and 128 were found in the “gdb” format. The file extension relates to the ‘GEO DATA BASE’ which is the common form of storage and management framework for such geo data for the GPS systems. It actually combines the spatial data with the data repository to create a central data repository for spatial data storage and management. It can be control with the server or PC environments so as to allow one’s GPS data into GIS data in a central location for easy access and management. This data called geo database offers ability to maintain the integrity of spatial data, topologies, network with consistent and accurate data base.

Figure 1: Screen Shot of Garmin Waypoint Manager.
This ‘gdb’ data can be directly linked through the “GOOGLE EARTH” if there is an internet connection to view all the routes, maps and tracks of the vehicle which used this device to travel or its travelogue details. All the tracks, way points and routes entered in the GARMIN model 12 and 128 devices can be viewed and stored forensically like any data in a secure way using the GPS Utility or GARMIN WAYPOINT+TRACK MANAGER. With help of these software’s it is easy to identify the location with the data of latitude and longitude. It was observed that the latitude and longitude are in datum map system. These latitude and longitude will give us a precision of location as found on the map and moreover it can also be used to calculate the distance between two addresses or location when subjected under investigation. The track details, the way point details and the route details as viewed through the software are given in the Figures 1-4 as screen shots.
Conclusion

The forensic examination of an embedded device such as GPS receiver was examined thorough with the tools required for such devices and circumspectly experimented with one of the product from one of the largest manufacturer of GPS receiver namely GARMIN with the model no’s 12 and 128 respectively. There are much different types of GPS receivers but the chosen one was done on the basis of its popularity and being used by the offshore fishermen community. The reason of forensically carry out an investigation on a GPS device was to test the feasibility of the forensic investigation of GPS devices as opposed to our standard forensic investigation of digital devices such as computer hard drive. Due to the ubiquity of the GPS device in our contemporary world, the forensic examination of such a device can be used to as a part of indisputable evidence in a court of law which can be used as an indispensable tool to know the terrorism from our sea/ocean coasts. The determination of position may be described as the process of triangulation using the measured range between the user and four or more satellites.
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